
Why Flexible Seating? → The idea is that every student has a different 
learning style and different needs, and as his/her teacher, I want to have a 
classroom that meets these variety of needs.
Types of seating → Padded bucket seats, camping style chairs, gaming style 
chairs, yoga mats, floor cushion rug area, floor cushion table area, high table 
with stools, desks with stability balls, standing desks, and a few other random 
types of seating.
Important things to remember:
1. Flexible seating is being used so that you learn better and feel more 

comfortable in the classroom.  It is not so that you can have fun and 
mess around.

2. Flexible seating can be taken away at any time. It is a privilege to have 
it and will not be given to students who cannot handle themselves or the 
seating options.

3. Seating is based on a first come basis.  If a student is there, it is 
his/her seat.  You may not reserve/save seats.  You may not pressure 
someone into moving.  You may not push someone or their stuff off of 
a seat.

4. Students with classroom jobs that week get first pick of seats EVEN 
IF THEY ARE NOT FIRST IN THE CLASSROOM AND AT THAT SEAT.

5. The rules must be followed at all times.
6. Ms. Thornton does not have time for whining, drama, tantrums, 

vandalism, disrespect to the seating and supplies, etc.
7. Enjoy and learn and we can have this for the whole year!

Flexible Seating Rules
Choose a SMART Seat:
Stay on task.
Maje safe & successful choices.
Act appropriately.
Reflect and move when needed.
Take care of your spot and supplies
!Ms. Thornton has the right to 
move ANYONE at ANYTIME.

Possible Consequences for Breaking These 
Rules:

● Individual Seat Removal
● Individual Assigned Seat (Permanent)
● Whole Class Assigned Seats
● Return to regular desks and chairs 

for all (Temporary or Permanent)
● Lunch Detention
● Phone Call Home



Camping Chairs Balance Balls High Stools

Standing Desk(s) Floor Pillows Bucket Seats

Gaming Chairs Floor Table Other:

I have read these policies and procedures for flexible seating and I understand 
them and the consequences for not following them.
Sign Here:

More About the Options!


